Received .. Revised .. In Ref. 2 the parity, time reversal and space/time exchange invariant actions, equations and their conjugate metric solutions were obtained in the context of a general relativistic model modified in order to take into account discrete symmetries. The equations are not covariant and the PPN formalism breaksdown however the new Schwarzschild metric solution in vacuum only starts to differ from that of General Relativity at the Post-PostNewtonian order in the privileged frame. A flat universe accelerated expansion phase was obtained without resorting to inflation nor a cosmological constant and the Big-Bang singularity was avoided. We review here the issue of large scale structures formation and galaxy rotation curves in this new context and find that without any need for exotic contributions such as dark matter or dark energy, the model is able to account for the main observational results.
Introduction
We found in Ref. 2 that in the dark gravity model, the conjugate scale factors have simple evolution laws in the particular ranges A << 1, A ≈ 1, A >> 1. Indeed, the scale factor evolution (its inverse is the conjugate universe scale factor) is then driven (here non dimensional time unit is used) by the following differential equations in the three particular domains:
2 a ⇒ a ∝ 1/t 2 where t < 0,
a >> 1 ⇒ä ∝ 1 2ȧ 2 a ⇒ a ∝ t 2 where t > 0.
A striking and very uncommon feature is that the evolution of the scale factor is driven by the gravitational energy exchange between the coupled universes independently of the universes matter and radiation content. In particular, the observed flatness can no longer be translated into the usual estimation Ω m = 1 from the WMAP data. The t 2 evolution is one of the very few possibilities. Thus, we are most probably living in a constantly accelerating universe. Our and the conjugate universe crossed each other and two reversed time parameters appeared at their birth time. At last, not only our universe is accelerated without any need for a cosmological constant or dark energy component but it is flat without inflation and gets rid of the big-bang singularity.
Structure Formation and the Early Universe
We now show that the dark gravity model provides a very powerful alternative to dark matter models. Following an original idea first proposed by JP Petit in Ref 1, it is very tempting to interpret the universe voids as being filled with invisible matter living in the conjugate metric and repelling our matter at the frontier of what eventually appears to us as empty bubbles. On the other hand, a massive structure such as a galaxy in our metric repels the matter living in the conjugate metric creating there an attracting void for the galaxy which might help to explain the flat rotation curves and gravitational lensing effects.
Taking the dominating mass density contribution to be the baryonic matter well established density (ρ 0 = 2.10 −31 g/cm 3 ) let us just assume that the crossing between the conjugate universes took place nearly at the time t R of hydrogen recombination where the densities equilibrium could be momentarily realised between the conjugate universes. On our side we obtain the density at this early time by:
which were also the density in the conjugate universe. Also, we link the Hubble parameter at t R = 0, its value at the transition time t T between the constantly accelerated phase and the previous exponential phase and nowadays value at t 0 through:
thus:
opposite to the corresponding Hubble parameter in the conjugate side. Neglecting the effect of the universe expansion in the evolution equation of density fluctuations δ(t) on our side and making use of p ≪ ρ after recombination leads to the following differential equation:δ − 4πGρδ = 0 and the exponentially growing fluctuations:
to be compared with the universe exponential expansion a(t) = e
HRt
We can check that:
insuring that the universe expanding rate is indeed negligible compared to the density fluctuations growing rate thereby justifying our previous approximation. At the end of the exponential phase,
so that we could for sure reach the non-linear regime during this early universe epoch even starting from the 10 −5 density fluctuations of the CMB. By the way, notice that the absence of gravitational horizon up to sufficiently large distances might well account for the large scale homogeneity of the CMB without any need for inflation. The typical mass of a fluctuation after recombination if the present universe density is ρ 0 = 2.10 −31 g/cm 3 is the Jean mass ≈ 10 8 M ⊙ approaching fairly well the typical galaxy baryonic visible mass of ≈ 10 9 M ⊙ . In the conjugate universe we started the contracting regime at a temperature a little bit greater than the recombination temperature so that the Jean mass were as large as ≈ 10 19 M ⊙ . Because the conjugate universes had comparable densities near crossing time, the ratio between the primordial inhomogeneities radii in the conjugate universes is roughly 10 11/3 . Fortunately, this also approaches the ratio between the radius of a typical void (conjugate universe over-density) and radius of a galaxy (our universe structure) as expected since the subsequent expansion of the universe should not affect these ratios.
Therefore, we found that our model is not only successful in explaining the growing of the very small initial CMB fluctuations in the linear regime without any need for dark matter nor dark energy but also leads to the correct typical sizes of both galaxies and the universe voids interpreted as over-densities in the conjugate metric (in a radiative regime). In this derivation the non singular behaviour of the metric and its very slow expanding rate at the beginning of time played a crucial role.
Flat Galaxy Rotation Curves?
The subsequent non-linear evolution is also facilitated given that a twice older universe (2/H0=28 billion years) to be compared with the oldest galaxies ages (z=5) ≈ 17 billion years in quite a good agreement with the oldest stars ages provides more time for galaxy formation. The interactions between conjugate density fluctuations might also solve the galaxy missing mass problem. Indeed, the presence of the galactic structure should generate a large and smoothly varying void in the negative energy universe (where we are in a radiative regime) having exactly the same effect as a massive positive energy huge halo. This eventually could only works thanks to the gravitational superposition principle of this dark gravity model. Here, there is no equivalent of the Birkhov theorem. It remains to be checked that the shape of such halo is suitable to obtain our flat galactic rotation curves and the correct star velocities in the vicinity of the center of the galaxy. If not, the concentration of negative energy matter in a shell that surrounds the galaxy (at the metric discontinuity) might also help its rotation (see Ref 1) . At last, if we take into account the effective large mass induced by the Dark Side, our galaxies are much heavier and extend very far away from the visible part (which in some cases might be too faint to be detected), so that the missing mass seen at the level of clusters of galaxies could also be explained. Eventually our hope to be as successful as the standard model in cosmology while avoiding ad-hoc hypothesis and adjustable parameters such as a cosmological constant, cold dark matter, inflation seems on a very good way so far.
Conclusion
We found that the formation of structures in the dark gravity theory works well without any need for dark energy nor dark matter components, and predicts the typical sizes of galaxies and universe voids. Because the Birkhov theorem does not apply, for a given galaxy, the conjugate universe fluctuation is equivalent to a huge halo. Another good feature of the dark gravity model is that metric disconstinuities exist which could act as potential barrier preventing light and matter in the conjugate world to escape away from the galaxy and leading to the formation of a shell surrounding and confining the galaxy. Thus the context is very promising and simulations are needed to test these ideas in more details.
